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Faculty Senate Expresses Concerns about Southern Administration's Plans for Exigency and Furloughs

In *Paradise Lost*, old John Milton repeatedly opines that good may come from evil. So it is that the bitter saga of Southern University's financial woes and attempts at exigency declarations has concentrated faculty governance energies to an unprecedented degree and has produced effective new statewide coalitions. Educators around Louisiana were staggered when the doubly new and thoroughly callow Southern administration, which includes both a new Chancellor and a new University System President, suddenly affirmed that the only possible solution to Southern's problems would be the drastic move into the equivalent of bankruptcy. This, despite the fact that every other campus in Louisiana had avoided that extremity. Fortunately, the more experienced Southern University Faculty Senate, under the leadership of long-term President Sudhir Trivedi, worked out a compromise proposal in which faculty would agree to a furlough in exchange for protection against exigency declarations and against the firings that such a declaration would bring. Unfortunately, chairman-President James Llorens reneged on his promises, producing a home-brewed "Voluntary Furlough and Program Discontinuance Agreement" that asked faculty members to sign away 10 percent of their salaries and many of their rights with no reciprocal offers or even employment protection. Llorens's home-made deal-with-the-devil may be viewed on the LSU Faculty Senate web site. During the Southern exigency controversy, faculty governance officials from other campuses intervened three times. First, LSU Faculty Senate President and ALFS Vice-President Kevin Cope issued an emergency letter to the Southern University Board of Supervisors, explaining the calamities that result from exigency declarations and reminding the Southern Supervisors of the impression being made on observers throughout the learned world. This letter seems to have had a favorable effect in that the Southern Supervisors surprised everyone by backing away from an exigency endorsement. Second, Southern Faculty Senate President Sudhir Trivedi arranged for faculty leaders to review the Southern University budget, which lacked the detail and resolution required to make sound judgments (or to trace the use of large sums of money) and which showed enormous subsidies for an athletic program of questionable standing. Third, LSU Faculty Senate President Kevin Cope was again asked to go the scriptorium, this time to write a letter to the Board of Regents. Cope asked the Regents to tell the Southern administration that balancing the budget at the expense of faculty while allowing for no faculty input and while skipping over the requisite careful planning would not only disgrace Southern University but would tarnish all of Louisiana higher education. The Regents agreed, with the result that the A-minus or maybe strong B-plus team in the Southern administration is back at the drawing board.
ADMINISTRATOR IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Jacqueline Craddock, Director of Development, Swine Palace and LSU Theatre

If all the world is a stage, then Jacqueline Craddock may be an Atlas. As Director of Development for LSU’s Swine Palace, Craddock carries much of the weight of the theatre season on her capable shoulders. This is not to say that Craddock views her titanic responsibilities as a punishment. Rather, Craddock thrives on the various challenges and potential for growth that her position offers. “I love to direct the energy of the theatre,” she says.

The level of enthusiasm and energy Craddock brings to her position in Swine Palace’s program is certainly needed. As Director of Development, Craddock oversees everything that goes into fundraising and marketing. On the fundraising side, Craddock solicits major gifts from alumni, donations and ticket sales. In addition, Craddock acts as the steward for any gifts Swine Palace may receive. Despite the sustained effort that fundraising alone demands of her on a daily basis, Craddock is also in charge of getting the word out on productions, a task that Craddock has absorbed and which comes with its own set of duties, including working closely with directors and faculty involved in productions to put a marketing package together, factoring in the cost of printing brochures and advertisements, and ensuring that productions are in line with Swine Palace’s mission to produce plays of social relevance to the LSU and greater Baton Rouge communities.

Beyond juggling all of the various duties and tasks go into successful fundraising and marketing campaigns each season, Craddock also faces the challenge of making faculty, students, and staff on campus aware of the contributions that Swine Palace adds to the LSU experience. “Many people don’t know that we’re on campus,” Craddock admits. And yet the impact that Swine Palace’s award winning program has had on LSU’s reputation as an institution dedicated to excellence has been substantial. In 2006, it won both the Louisiana Governor’s Arts Award for Outstanding Large Arts Organization and the YWCA Racial Justice Award. In addition, in 2007 it became one of only a handful of American companies to perform at the Shanghai Dramatic Arts Centre and the Beijing Central Academy of Drama for its production of The Heidi Chronicles. Swine Palace also produced the world premier of Cocktail, co-written by Obie award winner Ping Chong and one of only thirty five shows from the United States to be exhibited at the Prague Quadrineal, also in 2007. Craddock likens this honor to winning an oscar.

An LSU graduate herself, Craddock is keenly interested in the opportunities that Swine Palace offers theatre students. “I love to see them evolve on stage,” she says with obvious excitement. Nor does Craddock focus her attention only on those who occupy the spotlight. She shows equal enthusiasm for students interested in set design and the other kinds of behind the scenes work that are integral to a production’s success. “They’re learning amazing skills,” she says succinctly.

The 2011 2012 season marks Swine Palace’s twentieth anniversary. If the amount of energy and enjoyment that Craddock is channeling into her duties is any indication, the staff, students, faculty and patrons of the LSU community should be in for an entertaining year.

LSUnited Gains Momentum Despite Resistance from Top Officials

In a surprise move unthinkable before three years without a raise and the discovery of the massive diversion of retirement funds into the statewide unfunded accrued liability, LSU Faculty Senators voted by a three-to-one ratio in favor of a resolution urging support for LSUnited, the burgeoning faculty union for LSU and for Louisiana higher education. Although it stopped short of a full exhortation to join the union, the resolution made it clear that faculty encourage the LSUnited team in their efforts to amplify the voice of faculty and to seek better pay and working conditions for all employees. The vote set off a short of a full exhortation to join the union, the resolution made it clear that faculty encourage the LSUnited team in their efforts to make the LSU experience.

Recent LSUnited efforts to regain momentum have been bolstered by a resolution passed by the Faculty Senate. The resolution includes affirmations about student ability. Under the guidance of retention maven Saundra McGuire, the Faculty Senate has made an effort to push up the language of and increase the interest in the first fifty pages of the General Catalogue, authorizing the inclusion of a new, firm statement on attendance that mirrors the sharper policies in the soon-to-be released revision of PS-22. That language includes the dreaded word “required” in tandem with the equally fearful term “attendance” and includes affirmations about student responsibility and the relation of attendance to success and graduation.

Online Travel Service Discovers Other Countries

For the last several years, faculty governance around the state has been trying to convince officialdom that it would be helpful to select a travel service that could actually be used. Long strides have been made with the selection of the curiously named Shorty’s Travel Service as the state provider. Yet that name contained a secret: LONG journeys were apparently forbidden owing to alleged “complications” that prevented ordinary holders of Ph.D.s from making the kinds of reservations that any snuff-dipper could complete on Orbitz, Expedia, or Kayak. In one of those latter-day revelations that dazzle flat-earthers who see their first pictures of our round planet as photographed from space, the Shorty’s travel reservation site now sports a logo proclaiming “NEW You can book simple international reservations online!” Thank goodness for that exclamation point that conceals the fact that holders of doctorates from major universities remain unable to do anything that is more than “simple.”

Portraits of New Commencement Regalia Now Available Online

Observers embedded at LSU Media Relations report a new shake on the sugar jar in that most productive of LSU “units.” More than a few disgruntled staff members have confirmed that the PR Palace on Lakeshore drive has quietly replaced its Community Coffee jugs with caffeine cafès from River Road Coffee. Now, both these beverages being Louisiana as well as Baton Rouge products, we are at a loss to explain the switch, there being no evidence of a motion to or away from homegrown percolations. But we do know that there are those in the advertising apparatus who now regard themselves as chicory-challenged.

Faculty Senate Revamps Language of General Catalogue

In the migration from published general catalogues and bulletins to the online versions of the compendia, hard-core information about classes, curricula, and schedules has tended to overshadow the ancillary catalogue material that sets the tone for pedagogical operations. Gone are the days when students would at least thumb through pages of preatory material before arriving at the cold hard facts of course numbers and section availability. Under the guidance of retention maven Saundra McGuire, the Faculty Senate has made an effort to punch up the language of and increase the interest in the first fifty pages of the General Catalogue, authorizing the inclusion of a new, firm statement on attendance that mirrors the sharper policies in the soon-to-be released revision of PS-22. That language includes the dreaded word “required” in tandem with the equally fearful term “attendance” and includes affirmations about student responsibility and the relation of attendance to success and graduation.

Media Relations Covertly Switches Coffee Brands

Observers embedded at LSU Media Relations report a new shake on the sugar jar in that most productive of LSU “units.” More than a few disgruntled staff members have confirmed that the PR Palace on Lakeshore drive has quietly replaced its Community Coffee jugs with caffeine cafès from River Road Coffee. Now, both these beverages being Louisiana as well as Baton Rouge products, we are at a loss to explain the switch, there being no evidence of a motion to or away from homegrown percolations. But we do know that there are those in the advertising apparatus who now regard themselves as chicory-challenged.
Summer Surge in Salaries and Incentives for LSU Athletics: A Stark Contrast to Academic Austerity Measures

One of the most remarkable transitions of modern academe has been the shift in expectations with regard to the economic role of athletics. Where academicians once expected athletics to support and contribute to universities, they now seem content for athletics to sustain itself. Rather than a minimum expectation, the solvency of the titanic LSU athletic program has now become a virtue: “one of only a handful of programs in the country that doesn’t lose money.” Along with this re-calibrating of expectations has come another surge in athletics salaries, the overall character of which has been discussed in the public media but the details of which have slipped from public view except to those who read the briefing materials for the LSU Board of Supervisors. Although advertised as a $700K deal, the contract of women’s basketball coach Nikki Caldwell allows for a whopping half-million additional dollars in post-season compensation—for, one might say, doing her job. Also included is a clause allowing for a cool million in “liquidated damages” in the event of an early termination. Going less deep into the piggy bank but nevertheless into the pool, the curious new double-coaching arrangement in LSU swimming and diving allows for a three year series of raises, beginning with another $10,000,000 for each coach this year, $4,000,000 per coach-capita in the following year, and another $4,000,000 for each trainer in the third year. The ability to come up with a multi-year pay plan for coaches in non-revenue sports suggests that the failure to devise a similar multi-year compensation plan for faculty requires discussion, especially given that the raises were justified with respect to the “value” of these sportsmen to the University (at last report, faculty members were also conjectured to be “valuable”). On the other hemisphere of the roundball, a contract renewal rolled over to the head men’s basketball coach following a mysterious deletion from the Board of Supervisors’ agenda in July, a rumored set of discussions, and then restoration of the contract proposal to the August Supervisors’ task list. That one-year extension delivered well over a million dollars to a coach with a one-out-of-three win record—not the best precedent in a university where a one-out-of-three submission-and-publication rate would likely not suffice to obtain tenure, let alone lavish contract extensions. Reporting on softball coach Beth Torina’s contract was also somewhat underestimating. True, Torina’s base contract calls for $100K, but there is also $10K for media appearances, $10K for undefined “services” to the Tiger Athletic Foundation, $90K for post-season achievements, and $15K for “academic incentive compensation” (a kind of negative pay for not allowing students not to succeed in the classroom), yielding a total possible annual compensation of $225,000.00. The big new contract for athletic director Joe Alleva merits an amazed smile owing to terms of the sheer bravura of its style. The prose of the Alleva contract reads as if it were written by a handicapper for The Daily Racing Form: “The proposed amendment will increase the base salary for LSU A&M Athletic Director Joseph L. Alleva by $175,000, from $350,000 to $525,000 per year. It also alters the terms of his potential incentive payment based on his position in the NCAA Director’s Cup Rankings. Under his current contract, he could receive $50,000 annually for being in the top 10, or $100,000 for being in the top 5. Under the amendment, he can receive $50,000 annually for being in the top 20. Finally, the amendment adjusts his academic progress rate incentive. Under the current contract, he could receive $25,000 annually if the graduation rate of student athletes equals or exceeds the general student population, and $50,000 if the student-athlete graduation rate is 5% greater than the general student rate. Under the amendment, he will receive $50,000 for each year that all athletic teams attain a multi-year NCAA Academic Progress Rate of 925 or higher.” Reading that makes one think it easy to figure out a winning strategy.

Commissioner of Higher Ed Authorizes Faculty Retention Policy for Favored Few

Faculty enthusiasts for the welfare of their institution have often consented to selective pay increases for the purpose of retaining esteemed colleagues. Unfortunately, selective pay increases also discriminate against those in fields lacking head-hunting competition from private industry or requiring the greatest amounts of study time or perpetrating basic research. In a finite economy, retention raises also penalize those who remain loyal to the institution. Most readers of the Newsletter are familiar with the practice of “cherry-picking” during times of financial crisis. “Cherry-picking” occurs when an exigent institution attempts to hand-pick faculty members for dismissal without a general policy governing all professional employees. Commissioner of Higher Education Jim Purcell has authorized a new version of this trespass: a kind of cherry-re-grafting operation in which monies from unknown sources are used to retain, without publicity, fanfare, or public comment, scholars who are regarded as “key”—a term with at best an impressionistic definition. Purcell is invoking Executive Order BJ2011–12, which gives the Commissioner of Higher Education permission to “manage the positions within higher education.” In a memorandum dated August 8th, 2011, Purcell announced that he “would encourage you to allow your institutions flexibility in addressing situations where an increase in salary will keep key personnel—especially those faculty, researchers, technicians or key management personnel who are at risk of seeking other employment opportunities.” Few institutions in Louisiana have rational or just compensation policies, but those few that have thought about this matter will no longer find that equitable treatment of employees is encouraged. Rather, limited funds will be moved to those who are “key” from, presumably, those who are in the hole.

Gubernatorial Candidate Hollis Meets Educators at “Alexandria Summit”

Faculty leaders from around the state gathered on September 24th in Alexandria for the fifth meeting of the new Louisiana State Colleagues Collaborative (LSCC), an affiliate of the Association of Louisiana Faculty Senates (ALFS). LSCC seeks to create a network of professionals from all systems and from all campuses who are devoted to faculty governance and eager to have a voice in the management of higher education. Delegates from every higher education system heard and delivered reports from the likes of special collections librarian Laura McLemore, UNO activist Steve Stiffler, community college professor Laura Sells, staff members Lisa Verman and Kristie Galy, LSU United Co-President Mike Russo, ULM faculty governance officials Donna Rhorer, Anna Hill, and Paul Sylvester, Southern University Faculty Senate President Sudhir Trivedi, LSUHSC medical researcher Tammy Dugas, and ALFS President James Robinson. The highlight of the event was a presentation by gubernatorial candidate Tara Hollis, who laid out her plan for higher education and sought support from higher education professionals. The meeting issued a decision to create a legislative input team so that faculty members may develop their own voice in discussion regarding higher education. The LSCC is open to all persons who cherish higher education. Mark your calendars for the next meeting on December 3rd.

Online Campus Map Site Proves Hard to Navigate

During the 1980s, cartography was one of the fashionable topics for avant-garde humanities scholars, and, indeed, the frenzy for hermeneutical maps continues to this day in corners of academe such as Atlantic Studies. The history of mapmaking will not be complete, however, until the experts on the LSU campus find a way to do what every other campus has managed to do: produce a campus map that is quickly accessed and readily usable. In a curious paean to Adobe software, a visit to the campus map site proclaims “Welcome to the Flash-driven Campus Map!” and then confronts the users with a list of requirements for usage that would make a minister of protocol cry “uncle.” When the conditions are met and the map is finally accessed, a bewildering menu in which buildings are distinguished from places draws one to a list of venues, the clicking of which drops one atop the building at such a close-up scale that one feels sympathy for that wicked witch in The Wizard of Oz atop whom a cottage was dumped. Efforts to change the scale or drag the map usually lead to a computer lockup. Singer Moms Mabley used to ask, “has anybody here seen my old friend Bobby Kennedy,” but nowadays the late Moms might be satisfied to know which building stood next to Coates Hall.
Search Committees to Hire New Top Level Administrators: Questionable Policies

With the decline in popularity of Ouja boards, members of the LSU community will lack clues as to the rationale underlying the composition of the search committees now combing the nation in search of new administrative talent for LSU. Of the three committees in play, that dedicated to the discovery of a new Chief Information Officer (a position quietly downgraded from Vice-Chancellor for IT Services) seems to possess the most mission-centered expertise but the least faculty presence (moreover, one-third of the members will work for the new CIO). The second committee, devoted to the appointment of a new Vice-Chancellor for Research and Economic Development, proceeds under the able chairmanship of Dean Rick Koubek, that reliable and virtue-seeking Diogenes of the Den of Engineering, yet in its composition, partially stymies its efforts by continuing the Philistine traditions of the administration, which, in failing to appoint committee members from any of the arts and from most of the humanities, once again misunderstands the need for energizing development in the disciplines that distinguish a university from a sausage factory. Most bewildering of all is the Provost search committee, for which Faculty Senate input was wisely solicited but which, in its finished form, abounds with administrative dependents, includes the now-mandatory appointee from the journalism zone, and introduces two non-academic private citizens. The latter, members of the Flagship Coalition, seem not content to support the University, but rather inclined to manage it. One of these mixed-militia minutemen abandons the Flagship's credentials from the admittedly applied-tech world of heli-copterizing (meaning that we now have not only helicopter parents on campus, but also helicopter donors); the other is most easily evaluated by a look at his company's web site, where the selection of armaments would more than suffice to assure readers that the Flagship battle-ready, or at least ready to defend a street corner against rival drug dealers.

LaTecn State President Renueva Sets Merger Priorities

Louisiana higher education is awash with rumors of takeovers and mergers (our leaders seem to have forgotten that the age of the leveraged buyout ended twenty years ago—but, then, new ideas are slow to reach our very deep south). Rumbles include the formation of a Baptist-appropriate northern Louisiana regional flagship institution comprised of the merged LaTecn, LSU, and LSUHSC-Shreveport; a merger of LSU and LaTecn; and even a surrender of assets and autonomy by financially troubled Centenary, which apparently imagines that the public sector can bail it out. In the midst of all this, Dan Renueva, LaTecn President, has set some clear priorities. According to the Ruston newspaper, The News Star (June 9, 2011), Renueva has laid out some non-negotiable points for any potential takeover partner: Louisiana Tech must remain Louisiana Tech (readers of children's books remember the terrible fate of teddy bear Fuzzy Wuzzy, who, upon getting too fierce of a haircut, inspired the observation that "Fuzzy Wuzzy wasn't fuzzy, was he?"); the University colors must remain red and blue (no third-rate secondary colors for Ruston); and the athletic teams must remain the Bulldogs (for men) and the Lady Techsters (for women). With demands like that, premiere university status is surely just around the corner.

McNeese State Makes Faculty Governance Surge

Great news is emerging from long-neglected southwest Louisiana, where the fresh and energetic leadership of McNeese State Faculty Senate Vice-President Janet Allured is hoisting faculty members into spheres of influence seldom experienced in that underdressed but contribution-intensive institution. Allured's stewardship has led the McNeese administration to initiate a survey of faculty opinion about the needs and goals of that institution—a survey, that, although still short on the willing recognition of faculty discontent, marks a turn in the right direction, indeed a recognition that there is a right direction. The survey may be viewed online. Undeterred by administrative shyness, Allured and her colleagues have also initiated their own faculty satisfaction survey, which, with the slightly grudgingly given consent of former Sea World attorney and McNeese State University President Philip Williams, will address a wide range of issues, whether faculty satisfaction with administrative performance or working conditions or benefits or even the overall culture of McNeese. Allured and her colleagues have also made huge strides forward in clarifying and publishing both the bylaws of the McNeese Faculty Senate and of the University itself. To Janet and her confères, those of us who have attended McNeese State football games can surely say that this is far more than "another Cowboy first down."

University Sees Return to Installation of Administrators under Cloak of Secrecy

For several years, the LSU Faculty Senate has maintained a non-stop if sometimes low-level campaign to ensure not only the transparency and fairness but also the accessibility of major administrative services. Schooled in anxiety and strangely dicted to the tense pleasures of suspicion, the administration has occasionally lapsed into its bad old ways, with the result that perfectly good reputations for perfectly admirable colleagues are endangered by irrational secrecy. Examples of this process include the recent metamorphosis of the head of University College into an “Executive Director” with minimal advance warning to anyone and with no traceable search (not even an internal one). No one doubts that the holder of that title, Paul Ivey, has served the University valuably and is deserving of appropriate recognition; but the granting of that recognition under a cloak of secrecy and through the ad hoc creation of titles can only put the supernova of excellence behind the nebula of convention. Similarly, no thinking member of our student body is unaware of the fierce battle for faculty prerogatives mounted by K. T. Valsaraj, who, on more than one occasion, has taken unpopular stances and defended colleagues. Unfortunately, the administration chose to advance the fortunes of this admirable Vice-Chancellor for Research and Economic Development not by an open display of his merit, but by posting an advertisement in the deep labyrinth of the LSU System help wanted e-pages, all in a bare, minimal compliance with advertising regulations. For these reasons—and as to make clear that LSU candidates can compete with any rivals (after all, the best person, Tony Lombardo, won the facility Services throne in fair and open jousting)—the Faculty Senate will soon take up a new policy on searches.

LSU Professor Does Double Duty as Food Critic

A new gallopping gourmet has been discovered in the person of former LSU Faculty Senate International Education Committee Chair and Kinesiology professor Li Li, who was featured in the food section of The Advocate on August 18th as an expert commentator on oriental cuisine. Li had been tapped for his expertise in local cultural enclaves, an expertise which brought him to the Vin Phat oriental market in an effort to upgrade non-occidental cooking skills as well as international awareness in Louisiana.

New Covert Higher Ed Governance Commission Formed over Summer

Following the three successive failures of the Tucker Commission, 2011 legislative initiatives, and a team of New Orleans consultants to reorganize Louisiana higher education, those who imagine that the educational disorders of our state may be solved by tweaking the statewide management structure are trying once again, setting up yet another education governance commission under the authority of HCR 184 (authored by Shreveport-based representative Tom Carmody). Operating beneath the radar screen and during the dog days of summer, the commission has planned a series of hearings and has already produced a prodigious quantity of documentation (with the assistance of not-inexpensive consulting firms). The LSU Faculty Senate has been tracking this commission and has attempted to bring it out of its air-conditioned lair and into the hot sunshine of public debate by obtaining and promulgating its documents, which can be accessed from a menu within the LSU Faculty Senate web site. Faculty would be well-advised to acquaint themselves with a stealth operation that threatens to change institutional missions, displace governance structures, and move the center of authority even further away from faculty than it already abides.

Board of Regents to Charge Campuses for New Program Review

Just as it appeared that the age of temporary services bureaus was passing, the Board of Regents is positioning itself as an employment exchange for freelance program evaluators. Under pressure to end the moratorium on new programs, the Regents, in a memorandum issued June 9th, have issued a draft proposal by which campuses seeking to establish new programs must submit proposals along with a list of four candidate program reviewers, the latter of which will be contacted and hired by the Regents, albeit under contract to and paid by the petitioning campus. A codicil notes that campuses must agree with the Board of Regents on fees and must cover the cost of the review; there is no indication as to whether the "cost" will include overhead for the Regents office.
Fostering Active Learning, Learning Communities: COE Hosts Summer Development Workshop for LSU, BRCC Faculty

By Cassier Arceneaux

The College of Engineering hosted more than 20 eager faculty members from LSU and Baton Rouge Community College for a three-day faculty development workshop in May.

The College of Engineering's Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Talent Expansion Program hosted the fifth-annual FDW, which provided faculty with new strategies for improving retention among undergraduate students. The purpose of this workshop was to enhance professional and instructional skills and motivate faculty with innovative teaching tools.

Workshop participants learned how to recognize students' learning preferences, incorporate active learning strategies in their classrooms, write and use learning objectives in their courses, and implement effective grading and assessment techniques. Dr. Rebecca Brent, president of Education Design, Inc. and Dr. Richard Felder, professor emeritus in chemical engineering from North Carolina State University, facilitated the workshop. Brent and Felder have presented more than 300 workshops on effective teaching, course design, mentoring and supporting new faculty members and faculty development on campuses throughout the U.S. and abroad. In addition, Brent and Felder co-direct the American Society for Engineering Education National Effective-Teaching Institute.

Brent and Felder commenced the workshop by explaining, “This workshop is about ideas, dozens or hundreds of ideas. We want you to watch them as they fly by and question if they can work in your own classroom.”

Funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation, the CoE is using the NSF grant to attract faculty from engineering, construction management, math, chemistry, physics and English who teach first- or second-year students. The goal of the program is to improve retention through STEP courses by designing ways to engage students in their classes and programs and discussing activities to increase their students' understanding of difficult concepts.

At date, approximately 100 LSU faculty members, PhD students and postdoctoral students from the CoE, biology, chemistry, English, math and physics and eight BRCC faculty members have participated in the faculty development workshops.

LSU and BRCC joined forces in the fall of 2010 to offer the “BRCC to LSU Engineering Pathway to Success” Program for approximately 35 academically talented, financially eligible students, who have completed the Associate of Science in Engineering degree at BRCC and will transfer into an engineering degree program within the LSU CoE.

This unique engineering program allows students to enter into a proposed engineering program at BRCC to gain an Associate of Science in engineering degree. Upon successful completion of the associate degree requirements, students would then transfer seamless to LSU to complete a Bachelor of Science degree in a CoE discipline.

Having BRCC faculty attend this workshop will help to strengthen the program's recruitment, retention and placement into an integrated and comprehensive program that promotes student success in transitioning from the community college to LSU and foster the faculty learning communities between the two campuses.

Reflections

Participants from past workshops joined this year’s participants to explain how they have incorporated new strategies in their own courses. After attending last year’s workshop, Dr. Carol Friedland, assistant professor, construction management and industrial engineering, realized her students did not understand what constituted a good presentation. Friedland explained how she and a student worker produced a series of example presentation videos to help students better understand the elements of an effective oral presentation. In addition, Paul Britt, instructor, department of mathematics, noted that when employing active learning strategies in his calculus classes, “The students stay more focused and they seem to realize that I care about their learning. They know that I am not simply lecturing at them. They are experiencing something different from the normal math class and they seem to appreciate that. I have had students tell me they realize I am trying to reach them. Isn’t that what teaching is all about?”

For this year’s workshop participants, the Fall 2011 semester marks an exciting time as they implement active learning strategies in their classrooms. Workshop alumni will continue to modify their teaching techniques and gather as part of the Faculty Learning Community to share experiences and provide support to this year’s participants all working toward the same goal – enhancing education for students.

LSU Child Care Center Earns National NAEYC Accreditation

The LSU Child Care Center has earned accreditation from the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) – the nation’s leading organization of early childhood professionals.

“We’re proud to have earned the mark of quality from NAEYC, and to be recognized for our commitment to reaching the highest professional standards,” said Michelle DeMeulenaere, Director of the LSU Child Care Center. “NAEYC Accreditation lets families in our community know that children in our program are getting the best care and early learning experiences possible.”

To earn NAEYC Accreditation, the LSU Child Care Center went through an extensive self-study process, measuring the program and its services against the ten NAEYC Early Childhood Program Standards and more than 400 related Accreditation Criteria. The program received NAEYC Accreditation after an on-site visit by NAEYC Assessors to ensure that the program meets each of the ten program standards. NAEYC-accredited programs are also subject to unannounced visits during their accreditation, which lasts for five years.

“The NAEYC Accreditation system raises the bar for child care centers and other early childhood programs,” said Jerlean E. Daniel, Ph.D, executive director of NAEYC. “Having earned NAEYC Accreditation is a sign that the LSU Child Care Center is a leader in a national effort to invest in high-quality early childhood education.”

AAUP Rips UL System for Assault on Tenured Faculty

Readers of Greek tragedy know that the penalties of bad behavior are inflicted several generations after the trespass. So it is that the sudden cancellation of the French program at Southeastern Louisiana University, which was accompanied by the firing of three tenured professors, along with the release of four tenured chemistry professors at the University of Louisiana at Monroe and the noticing of several professors at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette, has drawn a rebuke from the American Association of Universities Professors. The AAUP has advised the public that the University of Louisiana System has initiated an “unwarranted assault” on faculty job security. Read the full story in The Chronicle of Higher Education and peruse the official AAUP announcement via this line. Publicity spreading like bacteria in a Petri dish whenever a public institution is infected with folly, the Hammond Daily Star published thoughtful editorials on these outrages by German Professor Katherine Kolb and by Heidi Rogers Kirchen.

APA Charges Study Abroad Faculty for Retirement Benefits over Summer

Thought that Louisiana institutions wanted to promote internationalization? Think again. Study Abroad faculty were hit with a rude awakening this summer when Academic Programs Abroad unexpectedly announced that it would charge the employer contribution to retirement programs to employees. When the University informed Academic Programs Abroad that it would assess charges for retirement contributions to units effective July 1st, “APA” responded by raiding the salaries to which faculty, then abroad and little able to respond, had agreed. As a result, employees paid both the employee and the employer contribution. No wonder the Benefits Committee wants to arrange for legal insurance.

New Game Day Parking Fee Raises Questions

Faculty at LSU rejoiced at the early-summer decision to charge football fans for parking on University premises. At last, celebrating professors conjectured, football parking would yield revenue that would ease the financial crisis. Jubilation turned to chagrin, however, as teachers and researchers discovered that they would have to pay to come to work on game day or, alternatively, leave labs untended and experiments running on their own. The chagrin intensified when the University mysteriously backed down from its plan to charge for the use of the Hayfield and other free lots, sums desperately needed to busy higher education projects of all sorts. Considering that Mayor Kip Holden arrives at games in a kitch limousine that is covered with flashing lights, capable of stopping traffic, and allocated a stadium-side parking spot, the rumored claim that city officials were worried about traffic jams seems somewhat extraneous.

Board of Supervisors Creates Account for LOUIS Fee Payments

At its June meeting, the LSU Board of Supervisors granted LSU the authority to create a special restricted account for the receipt of fees paid by state institutions to support LOUIS, the statewide library database system. The arrangement became necessary after the Regents slashed all but $500,000.00 of its support for this essential library system. The institution-by-institution figures may be viewed via the LSU Faculty Senate “text and report archive” page.
Legislature Taking Harder Look at Jindal Education Nominees

However worthy of ribbing our intellectually skeletal legislature may be, it often takes the right action, even if owing to questionable motivations. In the last days of the legislative session, Jindal selectee Ed Antoine, who, during his candidacy hearing, repeatedly referred to “the girls” in his office, withdrew for consideration from appointment to the Board of Regents rather than miss confirmation. Around the same time, a Jindal appointee to the LSU Board of Supervisors, Ann Duplessis, who had already opined in open hearings that faculty members would welcome benefit reductions in order to keep higher education solvent and whose biography on the state legislature web site alludes to her experience as proprietor of Hair and Body Corner Day Spa, quietly disappeared from the Board owing to non-confirmation. Hats (or perhaps hairstyles) off to our legislators for enforcing a minimum of common sense.

Task Force for Common Course Numbering Files Recommendation

The statewide task force on common course numbering has filed its recommendations with the Board of Regents. Charged with devising a plan to assign transfer-ready code numbers to every course in Louisiana, the task force quickly discovered that the renumbering of the 38,000 courses listed on the many Louisiana campuses would require several lifetimes. As a result, and in consultation with the Commissioner of Higher Education, the task force has recommended that by the fall of 2013 the seventy-five courses that account for eighty percent of transferred hours should be studied and renumbered, with the remaining 37,925 courses to follow in due course. Concern for faculty control of the curriculum and of admissions standards led to a recommendation that the Regents assemble statewide faculty committees to determine the meaning of and requirements for course equivalency. A determination that courses are equivalent implies full acceptance of the course at institutions receiving transfer students, a concession that requires faculty approval.

LA Statewide Colleagues Collaborative Bring Questions to Commissioner of Higher Education During Summer “Listening Tour”

Almost anything that counts in Louisiana higher education almost invariably occurs during the summer, when audiences are at a low ebb and when ease quiets worrywarts. So it is that Commissioner of Higher Education Jim Purcell recently embarked on a sporadic “listening tour” with stops in Thibodaux, Monroe, Alexandria, Lake Charles, and Lafayette. With few faculty available, probability favored the commissioner being able to “listen” only to the chorus of workforce development enthusiasts who comprise Louisiana industry, whether the spin doctors of Lamar Advertising or the blockbusters of Cajun Concrete. Thanks to Faculty Senate vigilance, however, the new statewide Louisiana Statewide Colleagues Collaborative were able to station several interrogators at all of the Commissioner’s whistle-stops, to salutary effect. Faculty are reminding the decision-makers in the Claiborne Building that higher education needs to use that adjective, “higher,” in an informed way that recalls the values of institutions and stresses basic research and not-for-profit areas of study. Indeed, and to everyone’s surprise, the “listening tour” has acted as a catalyst to stimulate faculty engagement at an assortment of suffering and under-appreciated institutions.

OGB Privatization Hits Snag in Auditor’s Office

Efforts by the governor’s office to privatize the Office of Group Benefits and with that the destiny of $588,000,000.00 (as in “more than a half-billion” in cash reserves derived from employee premium payments) hit a snag when state auditor Daryl Purpera raised questions about the economics, costs, and conjectural savings of such a move. Commenting after a threat of subpoena forced the governor’s office to release details of an assessment of OGB by a valuation firm in New Orleans, Purpera also noted that no state had undertaken the kind of peremptory privatization that the governor is proposing. Meanwhile, former Retirement Committee Chair, Senator Emeritus Butch Gauthreaux, speaking at a League of Women Voters Event, satirized the governor by proposing that he be allowed to privatize and manage bank accounts—a witticism to which Jindal did not reply, allegedly owing to being away from the capitol for a ribbon-cutting for a highway project in the town of Stonewall.

Marketing of New Tiger Blonde Brand A Study In Racism and Mixed Metaphors

Followers of the Golden Band from Tigerland know that, a few years ago, while cultivating an exchange program with China, former Provost Risa Palm, in a burst of political correctness and out of a desire to push ahead negotiations with her collaborators in Cathay, quietly ordered the LSU marching ensemble never again to play the fan favorite “Chinese Bandits” football riff. Now, only a few years later, the discontent ghost of that Provost, who is now ensconced at Georgia State University, must be marauding through LSU’s picturesque residential byways. Thanks, Donna, for your foresight in designing the tiger mascot, “Greyshirting Comes to Attention of Faculty Senate”

Among the news stories that quietly came and went during the summer was the latest misstep on the gridiron: a greyshirting episode. “Greyshirting” refers to the practice of recruiting more athletes than there are athletic scholarships available. The outcome of this practice is the bullying of recruits, who are pressed into enduring a period without scholarship support out of fear of never making the team if they peeve the coach. The Faculty Senate will be consulting with the Faculty Athletic Representative and the Athletic Council to make clear that this abuse contradicts the values of academe.

Faculty Senate Partners with Donna Torres Et Al. to Implement Hazardous Travel Rules

Under the leadership of the indefatigable head of Accounting Services, Donna Torres, a committee has been formed, with consent and cooperation from the LSU Faculty Senate, to implement Financial and Accounting Services Operating Procedure AS-18, “High Risk Travel to Restricted Regions.” As LSU internationalizes, the possibility of faculty traveling to dangerous or otherwise compromised areas increases, with potential liability exposure for the University. The new International Travel Oversight Committee, which includes Senate-designated faculty members, will evaluate travel authorizations for journeys to areas identified as hazardous by the United States Department of State. Thanks, Donna, for your foresight in this complicated matter.

LSU at Top of Retention Heap

Good news for Kurt Keppler, Gil Reeve, Saundra McGuire, and their teams of retention enthusiasts. The latest “Freshman Student Retention/Transfer Report” shows that LSU led the pack of Louisiana universities in total retention (retention on-campus plus retention of students moving to other Louisiana universities) at 89.7 percent. Runner-up was Louisiana Tech, which clung to the second place position with an 83.5 percent cash out. The booby prize went to Louisiana Delta Community College, where total retention maxed out at 44 percent.

VP for University Advancement Sees Huge Salary Increase Amid Layoff of Tenured Faculty

While Southeastern Louisiana University was busy offloading costs by dismissing tenured foreign language professors, the expense slack was being made up by what one anonymous source (who provided an abundance of documentation) described as “jet-propelled promotions and pay raises” at the vice-presidential level at SELU. Between 2002 and 2009, the current Vice-President for University Advancement, who holds a Masters degree in the area of “Philanthropy and Development” from St. Mary’s University of Winona, accelerated from $45,000.00 to $130,000.00 per annum while canned professors of German and French reported to the poor farm. Requirements for an MA from St. Mary’s: thirty total credit hours, twenty-one of which may be earned in three-week summer sessions over the course of three years and nine of which may be earned by online independent study.

University Schedules Charity Run on Move-In Day

“Gaff of the year” award goes to LSU’s schedulers who somehow managed to authorize a 5K charity run on sorority-fraternity move-in day, with the result that swelling parents laden with furniture were creamed, catapulted, and otherwise collided as a phalanx of runners marauded through LSU’s picturesque residential byways. Whoever would have suspected that Rosie Ruiz would be applying to become a triple delta?
Southern President to Re-Brand Southern University as University of Phoenix?

The fears that rumbled through Southern University during the recent debate over the Southern budget and the possibility of financial exigency became all the more real when Southern University investigators probed Southern University System President Ronald Mason’s past presentations on the revamping of universities. In a report from late January 2010, the Jackson Free Press chronicled the attempts by then Jackson State University President Mason to crash, burn, salvage, and reassemble no less than three great HBCUs: Jackson State, Alcorn State, and Mississippi Valley State Universities. Mason’s proposal ‘‘viewed on antiquity for the image of the phoenix bird, which rises in new form following its self-incineration. Apparently Mason regards throwing large institutions and their faculties onto

LSU System Approves Five-Year Capital Outlay Plan

For several years, the higher educational systems have lived with a capital outlay budget that at one time involved a fifteen-year backlog owing to the appropriation of money at a rate far beneath the rate of required repairs and campus expansion. In an effort to lend some rationality to this desperate situation, the LSU System has approved a five-year plan for capital improvements on all campuses. Viewable online via the LSU Faculty Senate “text and report archive” page, the plan has been conveniently displayed as a priority list of projects, a campus-by-campus list of projects, and a year-by-year project start-up spreadsheet. First up for the LSU A&M campus: the long-awaited upgrade of the sewer system.

Northern Initiatives:

Klei Brings Common Sense to Sabbatical Evaluation

In a burst of common sense, the LSU University Planning Council, despite having no elected members but owing to the wise leadership of Tom Klei, has revised its memorandum concerning Sabbatical application, moving away from the odd criteria of the Harold Silverman era (e.g., random concerning sabbatical application, moving away from the odd criteria of the Harold Silverman era). In an effort to lend some rationality to this desperate situation, the LSU System has approved a five-year plan for capital improvements on all campuses. Viewable online via the LSU Faculty Senate “text and report archive” page, the plan has been conveniently displayed as a priority list of projects, a campus-by-campus list of projects, and a year-by-year project start-up spreadsheet. First up for the LSU A&M campus: the long-awaited upgrade of the sewer system.

Northern Faces Class-Action Suit

The latest installment in the retirement fund saga is a new class-action suit against retirement fund vendor Northern Life Insurance Company, the precursor to ING with reference to accounts for Louisiana higher education employees. It is very likely that those who currently hold ING retirement portfolios may have, at one time, been serviced by Northern Life Insurance. For more information and to ascertain your rights and possible settlement options, visit the web site.

LSU in Alexandria Opens Multipurpose Building Showcasing Art

Chancellor David Manuel and the faculty team at LSU in Alexandria have scored another touchdown with the opening of the new LSU multipurpose building. Unlike most of the buildings recently commissioned by Louisiana campuses, the LSU features light, space, and cleanliness of line—a features that have been around since the Bauhaus movement but which have yet to reach most campuses in our state. Especially laudable in the design of the building is the abundance of art. A little known Louisiana law requires that one percent of building costs for public edifices be allocated to public art. Whether or not that law was consulted, the LSU design team have come up with a building that will inspire connoisseurs, that will demonstrate a salutary commitment to the arts, and that moves the bar up multiple notches with respect to standards for academic buildings.
Positioning itself in the antithetical position to Whole Foods is The Fresh Market, which frees buyers from the pseudo-ideological constellation of Whole Foods and which mesmerizes them with a relentless, breathlessly char- riotic background sound curtain but which continues to face some quality-control problems. When Fresh Market opened, it served to sharpen the service standards in other Baton Rouge groceries, but, in the long run, the entropy in our under-trained work- force is catching up to it (or, rather, running it down). The produce section at Fresh Market has fallen off, with the loose mixed salad turning into a muddle of wilted leaves and the fruit selection favoring size rather than scrumptiousness. Fresh Market continues to suffer, and suffer badly, from in-adequate training of deli personnel, who never seem to know how to slice imported meat delicacies and who are few in number. Like Whole Foods, it uses substantial numbers of immigrant laborers (for example, in the sushi section) whose compensation and benefit packages might raise eyebrows even on a cold salmon.

On the other hand, the meat selection at Fresh Market, although seldom rich in organic offerings, has been on the rise, as evidenced by the introduction of USDA prime grade cuts and some enhancements in the poultry section. The great virtue of Fresh Market is its comparative freedom from house brands and the temptation to buy cheap that they present to browsers. The peanut butter at Fresh Market, for example, is sugar-free, whereas that at Whole Foods contains the euphemistically eupo- rated cane sugar. Also commendable is the ice cream case, which extends its chilly embrace to Ciao Bella products, which cannot be found at Whole Foods or anywhere else. Unfortunately, that case is just around the corner from the bakery aisle, which, like that at Whole Foods, started out going great guns (or perhaps great buns) but has now succumbed to local taste, dumping its delicate Europe-inspired cakes in favor of overly sweet and coarsely overstated cupcakes and worse (to be fair, the à la carte bakery case and the nearby tables continue to offer some admirable sweet morsels). One would do better to walk up the boulevard to La Madeleine, where there are at least a few acceptable pastries. Fresh Market is also both laudable for its regular rotation of new products but susceptible to criticism for its fikkleness (the inimitable Niederegger marzipan and dark chocolate bars, for example, have disappeared to make way for junk candy). Fresh Market is a great resource for the discerning academic gourmet but it needs a trained staff and an ambitious manager to maintain its trajectory.

One of the more surprising options is Calandro’s, with its two locations in the old-money Our-Lady-of-Mercy midtown zone and out in prosperous southeast Baton Rouge. Visitors to Calando’s must first get past the staff, which abounds in offbeat attitude and which seems to serve as a triage point for people who need to go into be-happy training on an emergency basis. Once over the hurdle of the mercantile staff, the visitors re-enters the world of Julia Child and Paul Bocuse: a world of specialty products and almost stunning variety of bottled, canned, and boxed delicacies. Almost anything one wants—even German sheet gelatin—can be found somewhere in Calando’s, but, then, there is also a vast store of what one doesn’t want, including cheese that picks up a refrigerated smell from age-old coolers. Calando’s maintains its old-style would-be preeminence by locking down the supply of USDA prime and other top-quality meat in the Baton Rouge area as well as by offering one of the best local sausage selections east of Lake Charles. Calando’s is also a study in the merits and demerits of outsourcing, with its contract wine shop winning high awards but its leased-out bakery never rising to the standards of its shelves. Produce, too, needs a big refresher; it’s all well and good to have fifty varieties of capers on the shelves, but if the lettuce is limp or the rhubarb wretched, then customers will favor newer marketing concepts. Calando’s plays a huge role in ensuring a full range of foodstuffs for discerning patrons but it is endangered owing to uneven managerial attention.

That managerial attention might be best found at the inimitable Calvin’s Market in Bocage, where the buoyant Calvin is always ready to help customers and where something pleasant is always found despite the old-fashioned and somewhat unap- petizing “look” of his establishment. Calvin’s earns kudos for its reliable supply of local and near-local products, whether Bergeron candied pecans or pickled watermelon rinds or plain old andouille. What Calvin has accomplished against the competition and supply-chain efficiencies of Whole Foods, just across the busy street, is nothing short of amazing, although he too, needs to catch up on trends in baking that will leave his bagged soft breadstuffs far behind (Charles Delmont, where are you now?). In the Calvin’s category—among those markets that are at least staying on the bubble—is Max- well’s, with several locations but with some work to do with regard to display (the old-fashioned shelves and refrigerator cases make Max- well’s offerings looks older and more tired than they are, although a serving of the cheese fries from the deli can overcome almost any aversion). And, then, in the runner-up position we have the perennial Albertsons, which, as it has moved down the prestige and economic chain, has become a sort of underappreciated oasis for ethnic food products. Stumbling into success, Albertsons has been forced to cater to a succession of underprivileged, resettled groups, with the result that it offers an amaz- ing number of international products (if one can find them on its chaotic, overloaded, method-free shelves). It likewise is the last stand for local start-up companies whose Cajun products aren’t moving on the shelves of chain stores in less gustatory regions of the country.

Academe has a big role to play in upscaling the cultured food chain. Almost all the blunders that the Newsletter detected result from lack of education, lack of international or intercultural experience, or just plain lack of this, that, or the other thing that education should supply. Before we set the goals of Louisiana higher education too high, perhaps we need a Dean of Bologna to ensure the congruency of our needs with the curriculum of the shelves.

The Next Search: Dean of Bologna
LSU Theater Mainstage

Season Opening
Shapeshifter
Preview: Sep 21, Wednesday
Sneak Preview: Sep 22, Thursday
Opening: Sep 23, Friday - Oct 2, Sunday
Time: 7:30pm, 2:00pm for Sunday
Ticket Price: $12 - students
$15 - senior citizen,
LSU faculty and staff
$18 - adults
For tickets or information, call LSU
Theater Box Office at 225-578-3527 or
visit www.theater.lsu.edu.